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Computer Simulation of Aerial Target Radar Scattering, Recognition,
Detection, and Tracking

2002

here s a ground breaking new book that provides you with the knowledge you need to perform effective computer
simulation of scattering for the real targets and conditions of radio wave propagation by replacing field tests
with the computer simulation methods presented in this unique resource you save time and money in the early stages
of research and development

Monte Carlo Simulation of Detection of Cirrus Cloud Properties by Micro
Pulse Lidar

1996

this research monograph deals with fast stochastic simulation based on im portance sampling is principles and some
of its applications it is in large part devoted to an adaptive form of is that has proved to be effective in appli
cations that involve the estimation of probabilities of rare events rare events are often encountered in scientific
and engineering processes their charac terization is especially important as their occurrence can have catastrophic
consequences of varying proportions examples range from fracture due to material fatigue in engineering
structures to exceedance of dangerous levels during river water floods to false target declarations in radar
systems fast simulation using is is essentially a forced monte carlo procedure designed to hasten the occurrence of
rare events development of this simu lation method of analysis of scientific phenomena is usually attributed to the
mathematician von neumann and others since its inception mc simula tion has found a wide range of employment from
statistical thermodynamics in disordered systems to the analysis and design of engineering structures characterized
by high complexity indeed whenever an engineering problem is analytically intractable which is often the case and a
solution by nu merical techniques prohibitively expensive computationally a last resort to determine the input
output characteristics of or states within a system is to carry out a simulation

Importance Sampling

2013-03-14

this book presents the state of the art technology in serious games which is driven extensive by applications and
research in simulation the topics in this book include 1 fashion simulation 2 chinese calligraphy ink diffusion
simulation 3 rehabilitation 4 long vehicle turning simulation 5 marine traffic conflict control 6 cnc simulation 7
special needs education the book also addresses the fundamental issues in simulation and serious games such as
rapid collision detection game engines or game development platforms the target audience for this book includes
scientists engineers and practitioners involved in the field of serious games and simulation the major part of this
book comprises of papers presented at the 2012 asia europe workshop on serious games and simulation held in
nanyang technological university singapore may 9 2012 all the contributions have been peer reviewed and by
scientific committee members with report about quality content and originality

Simulations, Serious Games and Their Applications

2013-11-08

the extensive cost to thoroughly compare new radar sensor systems is a problem in today s military due to the
shrinking defense budget the opportunity to replace dated sensor systems with technologically advanced systems
seldom arises current funding levels no longer support long term evaluations of sensor system performance the
development of new methods to measure system performance is crucial in determining the best sensor system among
many alternatives computer simulation is one method of conducting additional trials to characterize sensor
system performance computer simulation can aid decision makers in selecting the sensor system that best meets the
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needs of the cent military force structure the cost of simulation modeling is considerably less than repeated
testing of the real sensor system this research investigates the feasibility of developing a computer simulation of a
radar sensor system the scope of the research includes computer modeling of the detection process and an
evaluation of model output this simulation model is an initial step to emphasize the power of computer simulation

Virtual Reality in Assembly Simulation

2001

the handbook centers on detection techniques in the field of particle physics medical imaging and related subjects it
is structured into three parts the first one is dealing with basic ideas of particle detectors followed by
applications of these devices in high energy physics and other fields in the last part the large field of medical imaging
using similar detection techniques is described the different chapters of the book are written by world experts in
their field clear instructions on the detection techniques and principles in terms of relevant operation parameters
for scientists and graduate students are given detailed tables and diagrams will make this a very useful handbook
for the application of these techniques in many different fields like physics medicine biology and other areas of
natural science

Simulation Methodology for Radar Detection of Stationary Targets

1984

this book advises the federal aeronautics administration faa on the detection of small concealed explosives that
a terrorist could plant surreptitiously on a commercial airplane the book identifies key issues for the faa
regarding explosive detection technology that can be implemented in airport terminals recommendations are made in
the areas of systems engineering testing and technology development

Simulation of a Radar Detection Model Using the NPS Platform Foundation

1996-03-01

details methods for computing valid limits of detection clearly explains analytical detection limit theory thereby
mitigating incorrect detection limit concepts methodologies and results extensive use of computer simulations
that are freely available to readers curated short list of important references for limits of detection videos
screencasts and animations are provided at an associated website to enhance understanding illustrated with many
detailed examples and cogent explanations

Neural Networks Systems for Feature Detection, Object Recognition, and
Environment Simulation

2004

this book focuses on software fault detection and correction processes presenting 5 different paired models
introduced over the last decade and discussing their applications in particular to determining software release time
the first work incorporates the testing effort function and the fault introduction process into the paired fault
detection and fault correction models the second work incorporates fault dependency while the third adopts a
markov approach for studying fault detection and correction processes the fourth work considers the multi
release property of various software and models fault detection and correction processes the last work
classifies faults into four types and models the fault detection and correction processes enabling readers to
familiarize themselves with how software reliability can be modeled when different factors need to be considered and
how the approaches can be used to analyze other systems the book is important reference guide for researchers in
the field of software reliability engineering and practitioners working on software projects to gain the most from
the book readers should have a firm grasp of the fundamentals of the stochastic process
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Simulation of Stationary Targets in Clutter for Assessment of
Probablility of Detection

1984

structural health monitoring damage detection mechatronics volume 7 proceedings of the 34th imac a conference
and exposition on dynamics of multiphysical systems from active materials to vibroacoustics 2016 the seventh
volume of ten from the conference brings together contributions to this important area of research and engineering
the collection presents early fi ndings and case studies on fundamental and applied aspects of structural dynamics
including papers on structural health monitoring damage detection numerical modeling mechatronics system identifi
cation active controls

Handbook of Particle Detection and Imaging

2012-01-08

the safe and reliable operation of technical systems is of great significance for the protection of human life and
health the environment and of the vested economic value the correct functioning of those systems has a profound
impact also on production cost and product quality the early detection of faults is critical in avoiding
performance degradation and damage to the machinery or human life accurate diagnosis then helps to make the right
decisions on emergency actions and repairs fault detection and diagnosis fdd has developed into a major area of
research at the intersection of systems and control engineering artificial intelligence applied mathematics and
statistics and such application fields as chemical electrical mechanical and aerospace engineering ifac has
recognized the significance of fdd by launching a triennial symposium series dedicated to the subject the safeprocess
symposium is organized every three years since the first symposium held in baden baden in 1991 safeprocess 2006 the
6th ifac symposium on fault detection supervision and safety of technical processes was held in beijing pr china the
program included three plenary papers two semi plenary papers two industrial talks by internationally recognized
experts and 258 regular papers which have been selected out of a total of 387 regular and invited papers
submitted discusses the developments and future challenges in all aspects of fault diagnosis and fault tolerant
control 8 invited and 36 contributed sessions included with a special session on the demonstration of process
monitoring and diagnostic software tools

Detection of Explosives for Commercial Aviation Security

1993-02-01

the increasing presence of mobile robots in our everyday lives introduces the requirements for their intelligent and
autonomous features therefore the next generation of mobile robots should be more self capable in respect to
increasing of their functionality in unforeseen situations decreasing of the human involvement in their everyday
operations and their maintenance being robust fault tolerant and reliable in their operation although mobile
robotic systems have been a topic of research for decades and aside the technology improvements nowadays the
subject on how to program and making them more autonomous in their operations is still an open field for research
applying bio inspired organic approaches in robotics domain is one of the methodologies that are considered that
would help on making the robots more autonomous and self capable i e having properties such as self
reconfiguration self adaptation self optimization etc in this book several novel biologically inspired approaches
for walking robots multi legged and humanoid domain are introduced and elaborated they are related to self
organized and self stabilized robot walking anomaly detection within robot systems using self adaptation and
mitigating the faulty robot conditions by self reconfiguration of a multi legged walking robot the approaches
presented have been practically evaluated in various test scenarios the results from the experiments are discussed
in details and their practical usefulness is validated
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Limits of Detection in Chemical Analysis

2017-02-15

this book introduces a smart fire detection system designed using a wireless sensor network and fuzzy methods this
system predicts controls and provides alerts to various events based on intelligent techniques routing protocols
are performed based on intelligent procedures in which they are classified into two main groups static and dynamic
static protocols are used to transmit data packets between stationary nodes while dynamic protocols are
applied to transmit messages between rescue teams and fire departments the active and passive states are specified
for sensor nodes to balance the remaining energy of the nodes and prolong the network lifetime the probability of
explosion fire burn and suffocation is determined based on fuzzy procedures people affected can be guided to the exit
at event places based on an intelligent method in addition members and dispatch routes of rescue and support teams
are selected using intelligent methods to reduce financial losses and human casualties the book will be useful for
professors researchers and engineers in computer and electrical engineering

Guaranteed Stability for Collision Detection and Simulation of Hybrid
Dynamical Systems

2005

structural health monitoring shm is the interdisciplinary engineering field devoted to the monitoring and assessment
of structural health and integrity shm technology integrates non destructive evaluation techniques using remote
sensing and smart materials to create smart self monitoring structures characterized by increased reliability and
long life its applications are primarily systems with critical demands concerning performance where classical
onsite assessment is both difficult and expensive advanced structural damage detection from theory to engineering
applications is written by academic experts in the field and provides students engineers and other technical
specialists with a comprehensive review of recent developments in various monitoring techniques and their
applications to shm contributing to an area which is the subject of intensive research and development this book
offers both theoretical principles and feasibility studies for a number of shm techniques key features takes a
multidisciplinary approach and provides a comprehensive review of main shm techniques presents real case studies
and practical application of techniques for damage detection in different types of structures presents a number of
new novel data processing algorithms demonstrates real operating prototypes advanced structural damage
detection from theory to engineering applications is a comprehensive reference for researchers and engineers and is a
useful source of information for graduate students in mechanical and civil engineering

Software Fault Detection and Correction: Modeling and Applications

2018-11-01

this book is associated with the cybersecurity issues and provides a wide view of the novel cyber attacks and the
defense mechanisms especially ai based intrusion detection systems ids features a systematic overview of the state
of the art ids proper explanation of novel cyber attacks which are much different from classical cyber attacks
proper and in depth discussion of ai in the field of cybersecurity introduction to design and architecture of novel ai
based ids with a trans parent view of real time implementations covers a wide variety of ai based cyber defense
mechanisms especially in the field of network based attacks iot based attacks multimedia attacks and blockchain
attacks this book serves as a reference book for scientific investigators who need to analyze ids as well as
researchers developing methodologies in this field it may also be used as a textbook for a graduate level course on
information security

Structural Health Monitoring, Damage Detection & Mechatronics, Volume 7

2016-05-24
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doctoral thesis dissertation from the year 2007 in the subject computer science applied grade 1 0 technical
university of munich institut f�r informatik 169 entries in the bibliography language english abstract in this thesis i
present a framework for physical simulation and visualization of deformable volumetric bodies in real time based on
the implicit finite element method a multigrid approach for the efficient numerical simulation of elastic materials has
been developed due to the optimized implementation of the multigrid scheme 200 000 elements can be simulated at a
rate of 10 time steps per second the approach enables realistic and numerically stable simulation of bodies that
are described by tetrahedral or hexahedral grids it can efficiently simulate heterogeneous bodies i e bodies that are
composed of material with varying stiffness and includes linear as well as non linear material laws to visualize
deformable bodies a novel rendering method has been developed on programmable graphics hardware it includes the
efficient rendering of surfaces as well as interior volumetric structures both the physical simulation framework
and the rendering approach have been integrated into a single simulation support system thereby available
communication bandwidths have been efficiently exploited to enable the use of the system in practical applications
a novel approach for collision detection has been included this approach allows one to handle geometries that are
deformed or even created on the graphical subsystem

Fault Detection, Supervision and Safety of Technical Processes 2006

2007-03-01

a three volume work bringing together papers presented at safeprocess 2003 including four plenary papers on
statistical physical model based and logical model based approaches to fault detection and diagnosis as well as
178 regular papers

Biologically Inspired Approaches for Locomotion, Anomaly Detection and
Reconfiguration for Walking Robots

2011-08-20

the field of cardiovascular research and monitoring faces a critical challenge in the early detection of
cardiovascular diseases due to limitations in existing monitoring methods these methods lack accuracy power
efficiency and compactness creating a gap in effective intervention and patient outcomes this pressing problem
necessitates advanced solutions that can enhance the capabilities of wearable and implantable
electrocardiography ecg sensors for accurate and timely detection of conditions like cardiac arrhythmia and heart
failure wearable and implantable electrocardiography for early detection of cardiovascular diseases presents a
comprehensive solution to address these challenges written by esteemed scholars with experience in academia and
research this groundbreaking book introduces innovative approaches to enhance ecg sensors it introduces a novel
low noise and low power capacitive feedback amplifier based on a current reused operational transconductance
amplifier ota incorporating digitalization techniques and threshold converters to enable the accurate extraction
of vital data points the book emphasizes reduced power consumption and circuit size to ensure energy efficient and
compact monitoring solutions targeting academic scholars researchers and professionals in the field this essential
resource covers a wide range of topics and equips readers with valuable insights and innovative solutions to
overcome existing limitations by utilizing the knowledge and tools shared in this book scholars and professionals
can drive advancements in the early detection and management of cardiovascular diseases improving patient care
and outcomes

Groundwater Detection Monitoring System Design under Conditions of
Uncertainty

2006

this report describes optimization techniques which have been developed and applied for the evaluation of design and
operations of freeway incident detection service systems the report has four major parts 1 analysis and design of
stationary service systems 2 analysis and design of incident detection algorithms 3 analysis and design of incident
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response systems and 4 analysis and design of freeway on ramp traffic responsive control methodology for normal
and incident conditions

The Fundamentals and Empirical Design of a Smart Fire Detection System

2020-09-23

starting with novel algorithms for optimally updating bounding volume hierarchies of objects undergoing
arbitrary deformations the author presents a new data structure that allows for the first time the computation
of the penetration volume the penetration volume is related to the water displacement of the overlapping region
and thus corresponds to a physically motivated and continuous force the practicability of the approaches used is
shown by realizing new applications in the field of robotics and haptics including a user study that evaluates the
influence of the degrees of freedom in complex haptic interactions new geometric data structures for collision
detection and haptics closes by proposing an open source benchmarking suite that evaluates both the performance
and the quality of the collision response in order to guarantee a fair comparison of different collision detection
algorithms required in the fields of computer graphics physically based simulations computer animations robotics
and haptics collision detection is a fundamental problem that arises every time we interact with virtual objects
some of the open challenges associated with collision detection include the handling of deformable objects the
stable computation of physically plausible contact information and the extremely high frequencies that are
required for haptic rendering new geometric data structures for collision detection and haptics presents new
solutions to all of these challenges and will prove to be a valuable resource for researchers and practitioners
of collision detection in the haptics robotics and computer graphics and animation domains

Advanced signal processing techniques in radiation detection and imaging

2023-12-26

the arena workshop in zeuthen was the first to combine extensively the fields of acoustic and radio detection
techniques for high energetic particle cascades from cosmic neutrino interactions the articles in this volume
comprise the latest research work which was presented by over 50 speakers from 10 countries the wide coverage
includes theoretical predictions on fluxes and the potentialities of new techniques theoretical and experimental
results on target material properties the fundamentals of interactions and cascade simulation and current
experimental results and the most recent neutrino flux limits the book also considers future plans and experiments
for both radio and acoustic methods with the aim of giving the reader an up to date overview of this rapidly
developing field

Advanced Structural Damage Detection

2013-05-20

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th international symposium on recent advances in intrusion
detection raid 2003 held in pittsburgh pa usa in september 2003 the 13 revised full papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 44 submissions the papers are organized in topical sections on network
infrastructure anomaly detection modeling and specification and ids sensors

Artificial Intelligence for Intrusion Detection Systems

2023-10-16

the arena workshop in zeuthen was the first to combine extensively the fields of acoustic and radio detection
techniques for high energetic particle cascades from cosmic neutrino interactions the articles in this volume
comprise the latest research work which was presented by over 50 speakers from 10 countries the wide coverage
includes theoretical predictions on fluxes and the potentialities of new techniques theoretical and experimental
results on target material properties the fundamentals of interactions and cascade simulation and current
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experimental results and the most recent neutrino flux limits the book also considers future plans and experiments
for both radio and acoustic methods with the aim of giving the reader an up to date overview of this rapidly
developing field

Real-time Simulation and Visualization of deformable Objects

2008-08-06

building seismic monitoring and detection technology focuses on the research of seismic resistance and monitoring
technology the book gathers cutting edge research and achievements and includes contributions on the following
subjects new concepts and key technologies of structural regulation and disaster prevention test and monitoring
study of thermal insulation in tunnels protection of steel and concrete structures using arc thermal spray
research progress of mechanical metamaterials this book is aiming at scholars and engineers involved or interested
in structural engineering and seismic detection technology

Fault Detection, Supervision and Safety of Technical Processes 2003
(SAFEPROCESS 2003)

2004-02-27

wiley interscience paperback series the wiley interscience paperback series consists of selected books that have been
made more accessible to consumers in an effort to increase global appeal and general circulation with these new
unabridged softcover volumes wiley hopes to extend the lives of these works by making them available to future
generations of statisticians mathematicians and scientists the writing style is clear and informal and much of the
discussion is oriented to application in short the book is a keeper mathematical geology i would highly recommend
the addition of this book to the libraries of both students and professionals it is a useful textbook for the
graduate student because it emphasizes both the philosophy and practice of robustness in regression settings and it
provides excellent examples of precise logical proofs of theorems even for those who are familiar with robustness
the book will be a good reference because it consolidates the research in high breakdown affine equivariant
estimators and includes an extensive bibliography in robust regression outlier diagnostics and related methods the
aim of this book the authors tell us is to make robust regression available for everyday statistical practice
rousseeuw and leroy have included all of the necessary ingredients to make this happen journal of the american
statistical association

Wearable and Implantable Electrocardiography for Early Detection of
Cardiovascular Diseases

2023-08-25

this book is an international collection of contributions from academia industry and the armed forces it addresses
current and emerging spatial vision models and their application to the understanding prediction and evaluation of
the tasks of target detection and recognition the discussion in many of the chapters is framed in terms of military
targets and military vision aids however the techniques analyses and problems are by no means limited to this area
of application the detection and recognition of an armored vehicle from a reconnaissance image are performed by the
same visual system used to detect and recognize a tumor in an x ray the analysis of the interaction of the human
visual system with night vision devices is not different from the analysis needed in the case of an operator examining
structures using a remote endoscopic camera etc the book is organized into three general sections the first covers
basic modeling of central foveal vision and its theoretical background the second is centered on the evaluation of
model performance in applications while the third is dedicated to aspects of peripheral vision modeling and the
expansion of peripheral modeling to include visual search
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Airborne Wind Shear Detection and Warning Systems. Second Combined
Manufacturers' and Technologists' Conference, Part 1

1990

this book provides a detailed overview of detection algorithms for multiple input multiple output mimo
communications systems focusing on their hardware realisation the book begins by analysing the maximum likelihood
detector which provides the optimal bit error rate performance in an uncoded communications system however the
maximum likelihood detector experiences a high complexity that scales exponentially with the number of antennas
which makes it impractical for real time communications systems the authors proceed to discuss lower complexity
detection algorithms such as zero forcing sphere decoding and the k best algorithm with the aid of detailed
algorithmic analysis and several matlab code examples furthermore different design examples of mimo detection
algorithms and their hardware implementation results are presented and discussed finally an asic design flow for
implementing mimo detection algorithms in hardware is provided including the system simulation and modelling steps
and register transfer level modelling using hardware description languages provides an overview of mimo detection
algorithms and discusses their corresponding hardware implementations in detail highlights architectural
considerations of mimo detectors in achieving low power consumption and high throughput discusses design
tradeoffs that will guide readers efforts when implementing mimo algorithms in hardware describes a broad range of
implementations of different mimo detectors enabling readers to make informed design decisions based on their
application requirements

Airborne Wind Shear Detection and Warning Systems: Third Combined
Manufacturers' and Technologists' Conference, Part 2

1991

ip based multimedia communications have become increasingly popular in recent years with the increasing coverage of
the ieee 802 11tm based wireless networks ip based multimedia communications over wireless networks are also
drawing extensive attention in both academia and industry due to the openness and distributed nature of the
protocols involved such as the session initiation protocol sip and the ieee 802 11tm standard it becomes easy for
malicious users in the network to achieve their own gain or disrupt the service by deviating from the normal
protocol behaviors this springerbrief presents real time intrusion detection techniques that can quickly track the
malicious behaviors which manipulate the vulnerabilities from either the 802 11tm or the sip protocols more
specifically this book presents interdisciplinary techniques to achieve an effective real time intrusion detection
system which interweaves medium access control mac protocol analysis cumulative sum cusum based detector
design a novel markovian model for cusum detectors sketch based traffic modeling and wavelet based signal
processing techniques

Optimal Design and Operation of Freeway Incident Detection-service Systems

1975

early and accurate fault detection and diagnosis for modern chemical plants can minimize downtime increase the
safety of plant operations and reduce manufacturing costs this book presents the theoretical background and
practical techniques for data driven process monitoring it demonstrates the application of all the data driven
process monitoring techniques to the tennessee eastman plant simulator and looks at the strengths and
weaknesses of each approach in detail a plant simulator and problems allow readers to apply process monitoring
techniques

New Geometric Data Structures for Collision Detection and Haptics

2013-07-12
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artificial intelligence ai and its applications have risen to prominence as one of the most active study areas in
recent years in recent years a rising number of ai applications have been applied in a variety of areas agriculture
transportation medicine and health are all being transformed by ai technology the internet of things iot market is
thriving having a significant impact on a wide variety of industries and applications including e health care smart
cities smart transportation and industrial engineering recent breakthroughs in artificial intelligence and machine
learning techniques have reshaped various aspects of artificial vision considerably improving the state of the art
for artificial vision systems across a broad range of high level tasks as a result several innovations and studies
are being conducted to improve the performance and productivity of iot devices across multiple industries using
machine learning and artificial intelligence security is a primary consideration when analyzing the next generation
communication network due to the rapid advancement of technology additionally data analytics deep intelligence
deep learning cloud computing and intelligent solutions are being employed in medical agricultural industrial and
health care systems that are based on the internet of things this book will look at cutting edge network attacks
and security solutions that employ intelligent data processing and machine learning ml methods this book covers
emerging technologies of network attacks and management aspects presents artificial intelligence techniques for
networks and resource optimization and toward network automation and security showcases recent industrial
and technological aspects of next generation networks illustrates artificial intelligence techniques to mitigate
cyber attacks authentication and authorization challenges explains smart and real time monitoring services
multimedia cloud computing and information processing methodologies in 5g networks it is primarily for senior
undergraduates graduate students and academic researchers in the fields of electrical engineering electronics and
communication engineering computer engineering and information technology

Acoustic and Radio EeV Neutrino Detection Activities

2006

Recent Advances in Intrusion Detection

2003-11-17

Acoustic And Radio Eev Neutrino Detection Activities - Proceedings Of The
International Workshop (Arena 2005)

2006-04-19

Building Seismic Monitoring and Detection Technology

2023-09-25

Novel ideas for accelerators, particle detection and data challenges at
future colliders

2023-07-21

Robust Regression and Outlier Detection

2003-10-03
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Vision Models For Target Detection And Recognition - In Memory Of Arthur
Menendez

1995-05-31

Algorithms and VLSI Implementations of MIMO Detection

2022-07-22

Intrusion Detection for IP-Based Multimedia Communications over Wireless
Networks

2013-09-27

Fault Detection and Diagnosis in Industrial Systems

2012-12-06

Networks Attack Detection on 5G Networks using Data Mining Techniques

2024-04-23
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